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AEROFL EX COL ORADO SPRI NGS ANNOUNCES
3-volt QCOTSTM M EM ORY M I GRATI ON TO RadToler ant M EM ORI ES

Colorado Springs, Colorado – Aeroflex Colorado Springs announced today migration of their new 4M and
16M RadTolerant 3-volt SRAMs which assures the aerospace industry of continued 50 krads(Si) products. The
5-volt RadTolerant SRAMs have been in production since October 2007.
Since the 1999 announcement of the QCOTSTM (Quantified Commercial Off-the-Shelf) family of 4M and 16M
SRAMs, Aeroflex has satisfied the need for assured memory solutions for high-reliability environments. The
goal of our QCOTs memory products was to offer leading edge, high performance “commercial” products to
the aerospace marketplace with quantified radiation performance. The QCOTS memory family is qualified as
QML T and Q and has a proven record.

“Aeroflex’s continued testing of commercial die sources determined in 2005 that future die would be
unacceptable for high reliability applications,” said Anthony Jordan, Director-Standard Products. “Aeroflex
worked with their customer base to assure the industry of a continued 50 krad(Si) memory product by
developing a RadTolerant 4M and 16M, 5-volt and 3-volt SRAM functional replacements.”

The UT8Q512E 4M and the UT8Q513K32 16M 3-volt RadTolerant SRAMs are now available as a QML Q
SRAM solution. Improvements to the products during the migration included improved radiation effects and
less than half the power consumption over the legacy commercial products. The UT8Q512E and the
UT8Q513K32 are available in 36- and 68-pin packages.

“We are pleased to migrate yet another Aeroflex product to serve our customer’s needs,” continued Jordan.
“The development of RadTolerant replacements to commercial SRAMs was successful and we anticipate a
QML Q delivery of products later in 2008. Aeroflex Colorado Springs’ memory family comprises 4M, 8M and
16M solutions with varying degrees of screening and performance guarantees.”

The UT8Q512E 4M SRAM is $1175.00 and the UT8Q513K32 16M SRAM is $3952.00 in QML Q lots of 100.
It has been assigned Standard Microcircuit Drawing (SMD) 5962-99607 and 5962-01533 respectively.

Aeroflex Colorado Springs, is a supplier of semicustom and standard VLSI circuits and custom circuit card
assemblies. Aeroflex, Colorado Springs has received Qualified Manufacturer List (QML) certification for Class
Q, Class T and Class V. Additionally, we have received a letter of compliance for ISO 9001 from the Defense
Supply Center Columbus.

###

For Aeroflex Memory datasheets, call 1-800-645-8862 or visit our home page at www.aeroflex.com/Memories.

About Aeroflex
Aeroflex Incorporated is a global provider of high technology solutions to the aerospace, defense and
broadband communications markets. The Company’s diverse technologies allow it to design, develop,
manufacture and market a broad range of test, measurement and microelectronic products. Additional
information concerning Aeroflex Incorporated can be found on the Company’s website:
www.aeroflex.com.
All statements other than statements of historical fact included in this press release regarding
Aeroflex’s business strategy and plans and objectives of its management for future operations are
forward-looking statements. When used in this press release, words such as “anticipate,” “believe,”
“estimate,” “expect,” “intend” and similar expressions, as they relate to Aeroflex or its management,
identify forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on the current beliefs
of Aeroflex’s management, as well as assumptions made by and information currently available to its
management. Actual results could differ materially from those contemplated by the forward-looking
statements as a result of certain factors, including but not limited to, competitive factors and pricing
pressures, changes in legal and regulatory requirements, technological change or difficulties, product
development risks, commercialization difficulties and general economic conditions. Such statements
reflect the current views of management with respect to the future and are subject to these and other
risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Aeroflex does not undertake any obligation to update such
forward-looking statements.

